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VR, Delta3D open source game engine, projects. Darken, R., + , May-Jun 10-12

web-based shape modeling, HyperFun. Cartwright, R., + , Mar-Apr 60-69

Geometry; cf. Computational geometry
Geophysical techniques
mixed reality in education, entertainment, and training.
Hughes, C.E., + , Nov-Dec 24-30

Graphical user interfaces
nonlin. perspective projections and magic lenses, 3D view deform. Yang, Y., + , Jan-Feb 76-84

state of 3D CG, film and video, graphically speaking, thoughts.
Buxton, B., May-Jun 80-83

swimming across Pacific, VR swimming interface. Fels, S., + , Jan-Feb 24-31

tangible photorealistic virtual museum. Huang, C.-R., + , Jan-Feb 15-17
time Follower's Vision, teleoperation interface, past images.
Sugimoto, M., + , Jan-Feb 54-63

top 10 unsolved inform. visualization problems. Chen, C., Jul-Aug 12-16

user interface stories from around the world. Blinn, J.F., Jan-Feb 92-93

VR, Delta3D open source game engine, projects. Darken, R., + , May-Jun 10-12

Human factors
evaluating human factors in augmented reality systems.
Livingston, M.A., Nov-Dec 6-9

Humanities
computer graphics, Speed Limit 55. Glassner, A., Mar-Apr 96-106
computers, dance, appls. Calvert, T., + , Mar-Apr 6-12
tangible photorealistic virtual museum. Huang, C.-R., + , Jan-Feb 15-17

Humanities; cf. Art

Image coding
high-dynamic range still-image encoding in JPEG 2000. Xu, R., + , Nov-Dec 57-64

Image color analysis
color images for monochromats and dichromats, detail preserving reprod. Rasche, K., + , May-Jun 22-30

Image communication
cinematic meeting facilities, large displays. Fitzmaurice, G., + , Jul-Aug 17-21

Image databases

Image edge analysis
harnessing real-world depth edges, multiflash imaging. Tan, K.-H., + , Jan-Feb 32-38

Monte Carlo noise reduction operator. Xu, R., + , Mar-Apr 31-35

Image processing
description of pixels. Blinn, J.F., Sep-Oct 82-87

fractal computer art. Singh, G., May-Jun 4-5

Image processing; cf. Document image processing; Image coding; Image color analysis; Image resolution; Medical image processing

Image resolution
color images for monochromats and dichromats, detail preserving reprod. Rasche, K., + , May-Jun 22-30

Monte Carlo noise reduction operator. Xu, R., + , Mar-Apr 31-35

Image sequence analysis
visual art and narrations, depicting dynamics, principles.
Nienhaus, M., + , May-Jun 40-51

Image texture analysis
automated eye motion, texture synthesis. Deng, Z., + , Mar-Apr 24-30

medial-axis-based cartograms. Keim, D.A., + , May-Jun 60-68

Industries; cf. Aerospace industry

Inertial navigation
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Fuxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46

Inertial systems
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Fuxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46

Information networks; cf. Internet

Information retrieval
visualizing live text streams, motion and temporal pooling.
Albrecht-Buehler, C., + , May-Jun 52-59

Information science; cf. Information retrieval

Information systems; cf. Geographic information systems;
Medical information systems

Information theory; cf. Encoding

Instruments; cf. Clocks

Interactive programming
special education and rehabilitation, teaching and healing with interactive graphics. Takacs, B., Sep-Oct 40-48

Interactive systems
3D stereo interactive medical visualization. Maupu, D., + , Sep-Oct 67-71

collaborative tabletop displays, storage bins, mobile storage. Scott, S.D., + , Jul-Aug 58-65
effective med. vol. illustration, illustration motifs. Svakhine, N., + , May-Jun 31-39

interact., handheld projector. Beardsley, P., + , Jan-Feb 39-43
large displays, view and space mgt. Bezerianos, A., +, Jul-Aug 34-43
large-display user experience. Robertson, G., +, Jul-Aug 44-51
large interactive displays, camera-based input device. Morrison, G.D., Jul-Aug 52-57

Interactive systems; cf. Virtual reality
Interference suppression
Monte Carlo noise reduction operator. Xu, R., +, Mar-Apr 31-35

Internet
last clock. Angesleva, J., +, Jan-Feb 20-23
web-based shape modeling, HyperFun. Cartwright, R., +, Mar-Apr 60-69

Large-screen displays
cinematic meeting facilities, large displays. Fitzmaurice, G., +, Jul-Aug 17-21
displays, view and space mgt. Bezerianos, A., +, Jul-Aug 34-43
interactive displays, camera-based input device. Morrison, G.D., Jul-Aug 52-57
large-display user experience. Robertson, G., +, Jul-Aug 44-51
large-scale display walls, tools and apps. Wallace, G., +, Jul-Aug 24-33
Linear algebra; cf. Vectors

Machine vision
real-time measuring of surface traction fields, vision-based sensors. Kamiyama, K., +, Jan-Feb 68-75
Mathematics; cf. Arithmetic; Probability; Set theory
Matrices
vectors and geom. and obs., oh. Blinn, J.F., May-Jun 84-93
Medical administrative data processing; cf. Medical information systems
Medical diagnostic computing; cf. Medical image processing
Medical image processing
3D stereo interactive medical visualization. Maupu, D., +, Sep-Oct 67-71
Medical information systems
effective med. vol. illustration, illustration motifs. Svakhine, N., +, May-Jun 31-39
Medical signal processing; cf. Medical image processing
Meetings
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section). Jan-Feb 18-75
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section intro.). Elliott-Famularo, H., +, Jan-Feb 18-19
Memory management
collaborative tabletop displays, storage bins, mobile storage. Scott, S.D., +, Jul-Aug 58-65
Mesh generation
efficient hardware implement. of butterfly subdivision, displacement mapping, meshing scheme. Amor, M., +, Mar-Apr 46-59
mixed reality
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Foxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46
mixed reality in education, entertainment, and training. Hughes, C.E., +, Nov-Dec 24-30
Mobile handsets
designing graphics programming interfaces for mobile devices. Pulli, K., +, Nov-Dec 66-75

Monte Carlo methods
noise reduction operator. Xu, R., +, Mar-Apr 31-35

Motion analysis
visualizing live text streams, motion and temporal pooling. Albrecht-Buehler, C., +, May-Jun 52-59
Motion control
locomotion interface, CirculaFloor. Iwata, H., +, Jan-Feb 64-67
Motion pictures
state of 3D CG, film and video, graphically speaking, thoughts. Buxton, B., May-Jun 80-83

Natural sciences; cf. Astronomy; Biology
Navigation; cf. Inertial navigation
Numerical analysis; cf. Monte Carlo methods; Surface fitting

Obituaries
Steve Roth. Gershon, N., +, Sep-Oct 6-7
Open systems
web-based shape modeling, HyperFun. Cartwright, R., +, Mar-Apr 60-69

Optical resolving power; cf. Image resolution
Optical tracking
VR, air jet driven force feedback. Suzuki, Y., +, Jan-Feb 44-47

Patient diagnosis
using augmented reality to treat phobias. Juan, M.C., +, Nov-Dec 31-37

Patient rehabilitation
special education and rehabilitation, teaching and healing with interactive graphics. Takacs, B., Sep-Oct 40-48
Patient treatment; cf. Surgery
Pattern recognition; cf. Feature extraction
Performance evaluation
evaluating human factors in augmented reality systems. Livingston, M.A., Nov-Dec 6-9
evaluating visualizations, expert reviews. Tory, M., +, Sep-Oct 8-11
Photography
color images for monochromats and dichromats, detail preserving reproduc. Rasche, K., +, May-Jun 22-30
Probability

Programming; cf. Interactive programming; Visual programming

Psychology
using augmented reality to treat phobias. Juan, M.C., +, Nov-Dec 31-37

Real-time systems
near real-time tsunami computer simulations within reach. Kröke, J., Sep-Oct 16-21
nonlin. perspective projections and magic lenses, 3D view deform. Yang, Y., +, Jan-Feb 76-84
visualizing live text streams, motion and temporal pooling. Albrecht-Buehler, C., +, May-Jun 52-59

Recording; cf. Video recording
Records management; cf. Document image processing
Rendering (computer graphics)
color graphics. Representing colors as three numbers. Stone, M.C., Jul-Aug 78-85
effective med. vol. illustration, illustration motifs. Svakhine, N., +, May-Jun 31-39
geometric texture modeling. Elber, G., Jul-Aug 66-76
harnessing real-world depth edges, multiflash imaging. Tan, K.-H., +, Jan-Feb 32-38
sensation-preserving haptic rendering. Lin, M.C., +, Jul-Aug 8-11
vectors and geom. and objs., oh. Blinn, J.F., May-Jun 84-93
visual art and narrations, depicting dynamics, principles. Nienhaus, M., +, May-Jun 40-51
VR, Delta3D open source game engine, projects. Darken, R., +, May-Jun 10-12
Robots; cf. Telerobotics
Roth, Steve
obituaries. Gershon, N., +, Sep-Oct 6-7
Sensors; cf. Tactile sensors
Set theory
function-based shape modeling, bounded blending. Pasko, G.I., +, Mar-Apr 36-45
Signal processing; cf. Image processing
Signal resolution; cf. Image resolution
Simulation
near real-time tsunami computer simulations within reach. Krikke, J., Sep-Oct 16-21
Smart pixels
description of pixels. Blinn, J.F., Sep-Oct 82-87
Smoothing methods
Monte Carlo noise reduction operator. Xu, R., +, Mar-Apr 31-35
Social sciences; cf. Teaching
Spatial variables control; cf. Motion control
Special issues and sections
computer graphics in education (special section). Sep-Oct 23-63
computer graphics in education (special section intro.). Bailey, M., +, Sep-Oct 23
large computer graphic displays (special section). Jul-Aug 22-65
large computer graphic displays (special section intro.). Kurtenbach, G., +, Jul-Aug 22-23
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies (special section intro.). Elliott-Famulario, H., +, Jan-Feb 18-19
Technology
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section). Jan-Feb 18-75
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section intro.). Elliott-Famulario, H., +, Jan-Feb 18-19
Telecommunication; cf. Business communication; Visual communication
Telecommunication services; cf. Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
cinematic meeting facilities, large displays. Fitzmaurice, G., +, Jul-Aug 17-21
Telecontrol; cf. Telerobotics
Telephone sets; cf. Mobile handsets
Telerobotics
time Follower’s Vision, teleoperation interface, past images. Sugimoto, M., +, Jan-Feb 54-63
Temporal databases
Three-dimensional displays
autostereoscopic display systs., Forget the funny glasses. Delaney, B., May-Jun 14-19
designing graphics programming interfaces for mobile devices. Pulii, K., +, Nov-Dec 66-75
VR, air jet driven force feedback. Suzuki, Y., +, Jan-Feb 44-47
Tracking
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Foxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46
Training; cf. Optical tracking
Training
mixed reality in education, entertainment, and training. Hughes, C.E., +, Nov-Dec 24-30
visual learning for science and engineering. McGrath, M.B., +, Sep-Oct 56-63
Training; cf. Teacher training
Surgery
effective med. vol. illustration, illustration motifs. Svakhine, N., +, May-Jun 31-39
virtual surgery brings back smiles. Sheppard, L.M., Jan-Feb 6-11
Tactile displays
large interactive displays, camera-based input device. Morrison, G.D., Jul-Aug 52-57
Tactile sensors
real-time measuring of surface traction fields, vision-based sensors. Kamiyama, K., +, Jan-Feb 68-75
Teacher training
computer graphics in education (special section). Sep-Oct 23-63
computer graphics in education (special section intro.). Bailey, M., +, Sep-Oct 23
Teaching
visual learning for science and engineering. McGrath, M.B., +, Sep-Oct 56-63
Technological forecasting
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section). Jan-Feb 18-75
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section intro.). Elliott-Famulario, H., +, Jan-Feb 18-19
Technology
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section). Jan-Feb 18-75
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section intro.). Elliott-Famulario, H., +, Jan-Feb 18-19
Temporal databases
Three-dimensional displays
autostereoscopic display systs., Forget the funny glasses. Delaney, B., May-Jun 14-19
designing graphics programming interfaces for mobile devices. Pulii, K., +, Nov-Dec 66-75
VR, air jet driven force feedback. Suzuki, Y., +, Jan-Feb 44-47
Tracking
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Foxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46
Training; cf. Optical tracking
Training
mixed reality in education, entertainment, and training. Hughes, C.E., +, Nov-Dec 24-30
visual learning for science and engineering. McGrath, M.B., +, Sep-Oct 56-63
Training; cf. Teacher training
Surgery
effective med. vol. illustration, illustration motifs. Svakhine, N., +, May-Jun 31-39
virtual surgery brings back smiles. Sheppard, L.M., Jan-Feb 6-11
Tactile displays
large interactive displays, camera-based input device. Morrison, G.D., Jul-Aug 52-57
Tactile sensors
real-time measuring of surface traction fields, vision-based sensors. Kamiyama, K., +, Jan-Feb 68-75
Teacher training
computer graphics in education (special section). Sep-Oct 23-63
computer graphics in education (special section intro.). Bailey, M., +, Sep-Oct 23
Teaching
visual learning for science and engineering. McGrath, M.B., +, Sep-Oct 56-63
Technological forecasting
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section). Jan-Feb 18-75
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section intro.). Elliott-Famulario, H., +, Jan-Feb 18-19
Technology
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section). Jan-Feb 18-75
Siggraph 2004, emerging technologies, with CD-ROM (special section intro.). Elliott-Famulario, H., +, Jan-Feb 18-19
Telecommunication; cf. Business communication; Visual communication
Telecommunication services; cf. Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
cinematic meeting facilities, large displays. Fitzmaurice, G., +, Jul-Aug 17-21
Telecontrol; cf. Telerobotics
Telephone sets; cf. Mobile handsets
Telerobotics
time Follower’s Vision, teleoperation interface, past images. Sugimoto, M., +, Jan-Feb 54-63
Temporal databases
Three-dimensional displays
autostereoscopic display systs., Forget the funny glasses. Delaney, B., May-Jun 14-19
designing graphics programming interfaces for mobile devices. Pulii, K., +, Nov-Dec 66-75
VR, air jet driven force feedback. Suzuki, Y., +, Jan-Feb 44-47
Tracking
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Foxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46
Training; cf. Optical tracking
Training
mixed reality in education, entertainment, and training. Hughes, C.E., +, Nov-Dec 24-30
visual learning for science and engineering. McGrath, M.B., +, Sep-Oct 56-63
Training; cf. Teacher training
**User interfaces**
designing graphics programming interfaces for mobile devices. Pulli, K., +, Nov-Dec 66-75
struct. mol. biol., tangible augmented interfaces. Gillet, A., +, Mar-Apr 13-17
**User interfaces; cf.** Graphical user interfaces

**Vectors**
3D, quaternion alg., deriving lin. transforms. Zhang, H., +, Mar-Apr 93-95
vectors and geom. and objs., oh. Blinn, J.F., May-Jun 84-93

**Video discs**
computation on programmable graphics hardware. Goodnight, N., +, Sep-Oct 12-15

**Video recording**
computation on programmable graphics hardware. Goodnight, N., +, Sep-Oct 12-15

**Virtual reality**
air jet driven force feedback. Suzuki, Y., +, Jan-Feb 44-47
augmented reality projects in the automotive and aerospace industries. Regenbrecht, H., +, Nov-Dec 48-56
Delta3D open source game engine, projects. darken, R., +, May-Jun 10-12
designing VR visualizations, artistic collaboration. Keefe, D.F., +, Mar-Apr 18-23
device and display portability, jabiru, harnessing Java 3D behaviors. Stromer, J.N., +, Mar-Apr 70-80
evaluating human factors in augmented reality systems. Livingston, M.A., Nov-Dec 6-9
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Foxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46
locomotion interface, CirculaFloor. Iwata, H., +, Jan-Feb 64-67
mixed reality in education, entertainment, and training. Hughes, C.E., +, Nov-Dec 24-30
nonlin. perspective projections and magic lenses, 3D view deform. Yang, Y., +, Jan-Feb 76-84
real-time measuring of surface traction fields, vision-based sens. Kamiyama, K., +, Jan-Feb 68-75
sensation-preserving haptic rendering. Lin, M.C., +, Jul-Aug 8-11
surgery brings back smiles. Sheppard, L.M., Jan-Feb 6-11
swimming across Pacific, VR swimming interface. Fels, S., +, Jan-Feb 24-31
time Follower’s Vision, teleoperation interface, past images. Sugimoto, M., +, Jan-Feb 54-63
using augmented reality to treat phobias. Juan, M.C., +, Nov-Dec 31-37
**Virtual reality; cf.** Augmented reality

**Visual communication**
smart depiction for visual communication (special section). Agrawala, M., +, May-Jun 20-21

**Visualization**
autostereoscopic display systs., Forget the funny glasses. Delaney, B., May-Jun 14-19
cinematic meeting facilities, large displays. Fitzmaurice, G., +, Jul-Aug 17-21
customers, dance, apps. Calvert, T., +, Mar-Apr 6-12
Data visualization, Do you see what I mean?. Duke, D.J., +, May-Jun 6-9
designing VR visualizations, artistic collaboration. Keefe, D.F., +, Mar-Apr 18-23
effective med. vol. illustration, illustration motifs. Svakhine, N., +, May-Jun 31-39
inform. visualization, 10. Eick, S.G., Jan-Feb 12-14
large-scale display walls, tools and apps. Wallace, G., +, Jul-Aug 24-33
last clock. Angesleva, J., +, Jan-Feb 20-23
medical-axis-based cartograms. Keim, D.A., +, May-Jun 60-68
top 10 unsolved inform. visualization problems. Chen, C., Jul-Aug 12-16
visual art and narrations, depicting dynamics, principles. Niemhaus, M., +, May-Jun 40-51
visualizing live text streams, motion and temporal pooling. Albrecht-Buehler, C., +, May-Jun 52-59
VR, Delta3D open source game engine, projects. Darken, R., +, May-Jun 10-12

**Visual programming**
smart depiction for visual communication (special section). May-Jun 20-59
smart depiction for visual communication (special section). Agrawala, M., +, May-Jun 20-21

**Visual system**
automated eye motion, texture synthesis. Deng, Z., +, Mar-Apr 24-30
autostereoscopic display systs., Forget the funny glasses. Delaney, B., May-Jun 14-19
color images for monochromats and dichromats, detail preserving repro. Rasche, K., +, May-Jun 22-30
visualizing live text streams, motion and temporal pooling. Albrecht-Buehler, C., +, May-Jun 52-59

**Wearable computers**
indoor/outdoor pedestrian tracking with shoe-mounted inertial sensors. Foxlin, E., Nov-Dec 38-46

**Web design**
visualization skills in engineering education. Contero, M., +, Sep-Oct 24-31

**Web sites; cf.** Web design

**Wilhelms, Jane**
obituary. Barsky, B.A., Jul-Aug 6-7